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Specifications for WECC studies for a 
representative hydro year

What is a 
representative 

water availability 
year?

How to represent 
hydro availability

for that representative 
year and new water 

management 
operations?

How to represent
hydro flexibility 

associated with water 
availability and can 
address changes in 

market and generation 
portfolio?
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Propositions

• 2018 as a representative water year and coincident with wind, solar, load

• Use GridView monthly hydropower representation 
for reservoirs that can move/bank water through an entire month for hydropower (i.e. 
precedence on other water uses) 

• Use GridView weekly hydropower representation 
for reservoirs that can move water across an entire week, but not 4 due to capacity 
constraints or water management objectives

• Review fixed schedule operations – some power plants might consider the 
weekly representation

• Representation of GV flexibility to be evaluated
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Source of water availability over the Western US: 
PNW and California are connected

La Nina + AR

Dipole Boundary for

El Nino/La Nina

Low frequency source of 

precipitation in California: 

El Nino Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO)

Extreme precipitation 

events across the 

Western U.S. : 

Atmospheric Rivers 

Interbasin transfer from 

Colorado River Basin

El Nino + AR

Interbasin transfer
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Despite longer time scales for water, coincidence 
of datasets between water availability and 
temperature is necessary when looking at a single 
representative year

Heatwave in the western US June 2021
Source: WNA

High temperatures led to high load across the West and 

rapid snowmelt leading to spills in the west Cascades
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The calendar year is disconnected from a water 
year. Water management highly influences what a 
representative year is.

A water year goes from October to 
September. Using a calendar year 
for hydropower implies considering 
average conditions over two water 
years, or mixed conditions. 

>90% of 

precip falls 

between 

October-

March

https://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/2005/circ1261/pdf/C1261.pdf
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Coincidence: same climate conditions for 
representing water, wind, solar, and load 

Current policy: wind and solar are “must-take” 

and have no storage. Wind and solar 

datasets need to be coincident in time with 

the load dataset 

What about water?  Time scales for water 

availability management are different, outside 

of real time flood control operations:

- Pacific Northwest: weekly to monthly in the 

Spring and end of Fall, else seasonal 

- California: seasonal to inter-annual

Storage

< snowmelt freshet

~ couple months for summer

Storage > annual flow

Storage > annual flow

Annual flow is highly 

variable

For illustration only. 
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Year 2018 is representative for water availability, 
coincidence with net load, and recent water and 

grid operations

Hydropower generation slightly above 

average. Water management 

representative of recent operations for 

wind and solar

Slightly above average, May is 

an extreme in the NW
Daily fluctuations representative of 

existing generation portfolio ramping 

needs

Evolution of the CAISO duck curve. [Source: Gong, A. 2020: The Duck Curve. A review of California’s daily load 

predictions. Available at: https://www.aurorasolar.com/blog/the-duck-curve-a-review-of-californias-daily-load-

predictions/]
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Q&As

• PNW and California markets are disconnected – so average hydropower 
generation for different years could be used.
▪ The NW markets are not disconnected anymore: 

While water in the NW does not disrupt the market in CA, high temperatures in CA 
disrupts the market in the NW (Hill et al. 2021) 

▪ There is no average year in California, this is either wet or dry, and managed for 
multiple years. 

▪ Where possible, water banking is already in place in water management operations to 
address the changes in the duck curve. Coincidence between water and net load would 
represent this water banking operations across weeks and months. 

• The monthly water operations for 2018 are not representative anymore. 
▪ Representing most recent hydropower contribution to generation portfolio is critical for 

reliability studies

▪ See next section. 

Hill J, Kern JD, Rupp D, Voisin N, Characklis GW. The Effects of Climate Change on Interregional Electricity Market Dynamics on the U.S. West 

Coast. Earth and Space Science Open Archive.32.
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Hydropower Representation in GridView

Process Fidelity Tractability

Option A: Fixed schedule (price 

Taker) 

Option B: Water management 

model schedules hydropower 

based on prices from GV

Option C: Co-optimization 

between system-scale production 

cost and asset-specific revenues

Option D: potential hydropower targets for GV to 

schedule for reliability and minimum system 

production cost:

D.1. Fixed schedule ($ taker, no flex)

D.2. Load following ($ modifier, mod flex)

D.3. Thermal coordination ($ following, high flex)

For both D.2 and D.3, monthly to seasonal 

disaggregation based on weekly load (not price, not 

water)

What’s new? A weekly GridView model and opportunity to provide weekly hydro dataset that reflect sub-

monthly water management and flexibility.

Objective : better represent hydropower capabilities and coincidence with other renewable energy sources

Note: by design (tradeoff) neither the monthly nor sub monthly representations can properly represent 

hourly hydropower operations at the utility scale that address the utility business goals. 
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Proposed hydropower representation

Fixed schedule: 2018 hourly 
hydropower schedule (or daily with hydro and 

hourly shape)

Monthly PLF and HTC: 

• 2018 monthly targets for each plants

• Monthly daily fluctuations (for GV 
computation of k and p) + Pmin & Pmax

Weekly PLF and HTC: 

• 2018 weekly targets

• weekly daily fluctuations (for GV 
computation of k and p), + weekly 
Pmin & Pmax

!

Multiple years of weekly 

data would provide more 

flexibility.

Big 10 daily fluctuations 

would be estimated directly 

for individual plants at a 

weekly time scale

!

Big 10 daily 

fluctuations to 

be evaluated for 

upper and lower 

Columbia, then 

re-assigned to 

individual plants
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PNW monthly operations are not representative 
of the future: EIS2020

1928-2008 HydSIM simulations

14 periods (monthly and bi-monthly)

Big 10 + other projects (~ RoR at monthly time scale)

GENESYS

Co-optimization

model

Monthly Energy 

Target, Pmin and 

Pmax for individual 

power plants for 

GridView

Statistical Model 
RiverWare

envisioned in the 

future

Use zonal 

monthly targets 

and daily 

fluctuations, 

Pmax, Pmin in 

Aurora

Find a year 

comparable year to 

2018:

- annual water 

balance, 

- monthly natural 

flows

- snowmelt period

Use 2018 monthly to weekly 

disaggregation for mapping 

sub-monthly coincidence & 

estimating daily fluctuations
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Proposed approach for 2018 data request*

2018

Hourly generation at 

individual power plants (or 

bus if multiple ones)

*Optional but highly desired –

multiple recent years (1916-2021) 

for higher fidelity on 

representation of flexibility. 

Please send the following 

data to Kevin

Please send the format of hourly your 

data. Kevin will develop a Macro for you 

to compute the monthly and weekly 

parameters that we need

(1928 – 2008) HydSIM monthly 
inflows and simulations at 

Coulee, Dalles and Brownlee
+

If possible simulations with 
operations prior to EIS2020

+ 
2018 hourly generation at 

individual power plants 
+

Need coordination with Mid 
Columbia PUDs 

If hourly data are confidential

EIS2020

Hour Hydro generation data will be processed into stats by period week/month

Stats are performed in two steps
• Daily stats: min, max, generation and operating range (max- min). 

o Stats also calc for a rolling two-hour average

• Period stats (week/month) are calculated based on daily stats

o AvgHE01 to AvgHE24: Average by hour ending (HE) for all days in period. 

(This provides a historic generation shape to facilitate modeling)

o Period min, avg daily min, period max, avg daily max, period generation and 

period avg operating range (avg daily max – avg daily min). Stats are also 

calculated for a rolling two-hour average.
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Evaluation of dataset

• Review power plants for which the weekly datasets might be representative 
and substitute fixed schedule representation

• Review power plants for which the monthly datasets might be most 
representative and should be maintained

• Further evaluate hourly operations based on daily fluctuations instead of 
Pmin, Pmax and k and p.



Thank you
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